UBC PSYCHOLOGY GRADUATES of 2021/2022

EVANGELOS PHOTOGRAPHY Ltd. are your OFFICIAL GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHERS

My Appointment is for ______________________ at 3156 West Broadway Ave.

*Make sure to book your appointments online ASAP*

REMINDER: STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO PLACE A $45.00 CASH DEPOSIT AT THE TIME OF YOUR APPOINTMENT!

Tips From Evangelos:

• If you have travelled, do not feel well, have a cough, fever or other symptoms please reschedule until you are symptom free or 14 days after travel. If you have tested positive for COVID-19 or have knowingly come into close contact with someone who has, we ask that you come back after your 14 day quarantine.
• Ensure to arrive 10 minutes before your appointment so we can have you signed in and ready to head in our camera rooms right on time. If you show up late to your appointment, we can no longer guarantee to schedule you in for that date and a no show fee may be applied. Please take note of our reschedule/cancellation policy as spacing is now extremely valuable.
• White or light coloured blouse with a collar is best (tank tops if you want nothing to show underneath the gown).
• White or light coloured dress shirts with a darker coloured tie also works and is most formal (OR bring on the bowties!)
• Dark socks, casual/formal shoes are always best
• Please come with only the essentials, we can no longer offer dressing rooms at this time or storage space.
• Flyaway hairs cannot be retouched— make sure to hairspray these down and bring your own hairbrush.
• If you are coming in with a family group, we kindly ask your group to remain outside until it is time to have them inside for photographs; we unfortunately no longer offer a lounge space.
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